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FROM OUR PRESIDENT ...

F

irst, a hearty thank you to all of you who
turned out for our February meeting last
month despite the threat of bad weather.
The
dinner, as usual, was quite satiating.
Mr.
Tomastick gave a very interesting talk on solution
mining. Vice-President Rea had to move some
speakers around; we will next hear a presentation
on horizontal drilling in the Albion - Sipio and
Stoney Point Fields of Michigan. This is a very
timely presentation. I am looking forward to it.
We ask that you all take a few moments to put
your thoughts on paper regarding the draft bill on
the registration of geologists in Ohio. I don't know
enough about the matter to have a firm position.
I would appreciate the chance to read some varied
perspectives on the issue.
I direct your attention to the announcement in the
NEWSLETIER
of the Annual AAPG Eastern
Section Technical Seminar in Morgantown, West
Virginia, April 1, 1993.
I'll look forward to seeing you at our March 15,
1993 meeting.
Dennis Litwinowicz,
President

MARCH 1993 MEETING
The March 15, 1993 meeting of the SOCIETY will
be held at the Harley Hotel (NW corner of 1-71 &
SR 161 [Dublin-Granville Rd.]) Columbus, OH. A
social cash bar will be held from 6:00-6:30 p.m. in
the upstairs bar area, followed by dinner 6:30 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m. in the up-stairs restaurant.
Dinner
cost is $20.00 at the door. A Society business
forum will commence at 7:30 p.m. in the meeting
room.
The technical
program will begin at
8:00 p.m, If you plan to attend the dinner, please
call Ron Rea, 614/265-6583 by 12 noon, Friday,
March 12, 1993. Menu: Pending.
SPEAKER:
Mark Dixon, Consultant/Contractor,
Toledo, Ohio
TITLE: Horizontal Reservoir Drain Holes, An Oil
& Gas Recovery Technique
In The Highly
Fractured Ordovician, Trenton Limestone; The
Albion-Scipio And Stoney Point Fields, Michigan.
AUTHOR'S COMMENTS: Horizontal drain holes
may be the answer for reviving many of the over
500 producing stripper wells in the primarily
depleted Albion-Scipio
oil field of southern
Michigan. With ten horizontally drilled holes in the
Albion-Scipio Field and one horizontally drilled hole
in the Stoney Point Field, production increases
have been encouraging with some wells producing
over one-hundred barrels of oil per day (BOPD)
from a depleted steady-state production of under
five BOPD. Short radius horizontal drilling, along
with future secondary water flood, could reawaken
this sleeping giant.
It is presently the largest
_single oil field in the state of Michigan.
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1993 SPEAKER PRESENTATION,

A COMMENTARY

The fifth meeting of the Society'S current year was held on Monday, February 15, 1993. The social hour
and dinner meeting were attended by 12 members and guests. Following dinner, a total of 31 members
and guests attended the pre-meeting half-hour general discussion and featured speaker's presentation.
The speaker's presentation called the "Investigation Of Active And Abandoned Class III Salt Solution
Mining Projects In Ohio" was presented by Thomas E. Tomastik, Geologist, ODNR/Division of Oil & Gas.
Tom's talk was supplemented by slides. These pictorials presented the surface and subsurface
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appearance of the areas investigated, along with map graphics and salient point wordout-line.
The
presentation was well received.
Some representative questions from members and guests are
paraphrased and represented below with speaker's answers:
Q 01
A 01

What was the flow-back control employed in cement "sealed" wells?
Prior to 1950 no good plugging technique was used. After 1950 better logging and plugging
techniques were used.

Q 02
A 02

How much salt is removed per day in the PPG Project?
Approximately 600,000 gallons per day (14,286 barrels).

Q 03
A 03

How does flow back brine compare to the 200,000 ppm Clinton brine?
Flow-back brine is approximately 300,000 ppm, and 9.8 pounds per gallon at 100 percent
saturation.

Q 04
A 04

How does the well hardware hold-up?
Not too good. Corrosion is serious. Corrosion problems appear to be increasing. The casing
is deteriorating and gas and fluids have come through to the outside in several instances.
PPG is in RCRA corrective action on this and other conditions. Also, we see gas coming from
the Niagran and the Devonian shale. There is an isotope program under way to attempt to
differentiate between these two gases.

Q 05

Have property off-set oil and gas wells encountered injectate from these salt recovery
projects?
Yes. From 1980 to 1988, air rigs in particular had problems with corrosion and chemical
burns from the fluids circulated from the drilling wells. We now require fluid drilling only. We
also have had in-lab trouble with the analyses of recovered fluids. The bonafide lab test do
indicate too many instances of man made chemicals in the reservoirs penetrated for the first
time. This certainly indicates that there is communication between the project and the
off-property reservoirs penetrated by wells drilled for oil and gas. We plan to drill into the salt
solution caverns and run DSTs followed by a super-fund type of
chemical analysis of
recovered fluids to determine the fluid constituents.

A 05

Q 06
A 06

How large are the fluid generated caverns?
In the older, single well recovery method, the solution caverns appear to have caved upwards,
out side of the casing, some 500 feet above the shoe at the original roof line in some cases.
These wells have considerable collapse rubble in them which damaged the casing and also
make it difficult or impossible to determine cavern dimensions by sonar-log methods. We do
not know the cavern limits. In the more modern two well, in-putiout-put system, the solution
cavities appear to have followed existing joint patterns and have undefined, but large, areal
dimensions.
Also, these wells often carry pressures that exceed the natural formation
pressures. We have seen pressures of 1,200 psi in the Lockport. The vertical destruction
isn't as great in the two well arrays, but the horizontal effect may be larger than in the single
well cases.

Q 07
A 07

Has there been any subsidence in the area?
Yes. There has been some measured subsidence in the Painesville area. There are no
records of bed rock breaks. This question of subsidence is still under investigation.
A
monitor system is required to identify the magnitude of the subsidence. There have been
unofficial reports of subsidence evidence in various parts of the area.

Q 08
A 08

Have surface stress cracks been identified.
None have been reported.
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I mightcommentherethat a powerplantconsortiais eontemplatingthe utilizationof a PPG man
entry mine. This minewas developedby mechanicallyminingin limestoneby the roomand pillar
technique,at a depthof 2,200 feet. Theconsortia,proposesto placea hydroelectricstorageproject
in this particularmine. The proposedbasementfor the requiredturbineswill be placedin the mine
floor. As we understandthe situation,withthe extensivesolutionminingwhichexists in the area,
there is a possibilitythat the turbineminefloor excavationsmay be close to the solution mining
perimeterlimits. It nowappearsthatanotherturbineconfigurationwillbe madeto preservethe mine
floor barrier. The consortiahascompleted21 test wells in the minein an attemptto determinethe
best sne for the turbines.
Q 09
A 09

Is there evidence of unprotected aquifers?
Yes. As stated earlier there are cases of Devonian shale gas and Niagaran gas percolating
up and outside of the largest protective casing.
We see massive surface contamination. It is hard to tell how much has come from surface
spills and how much from subsurface seepage. PPG is one of the biggest polluters into the
Tuscawaras River.

HISTORICAL NOTE
After viewing the recent television adaptation of Daniel Yergin's book, "The Prize," (Simon and Schuster,
1991), I found his original written story confirmed and sponsored the very short coverage given the Lima
- Indian Oil And Gas Field in the T.V. series. Also, a parallel book by Richard O'Conner called "The Oil
Barons, Men of Greed and Grandeur," Little, Brown & Company, USA & Canada, 1971, gives
approximately the same cursory treatment to the field. These narrations also parallel other popular
accounts of the Field.
I also trace this popular historic void to my first days in college. In those days, the large field was
marked by a brightly colored cross-hatched patch on the Oil And Gas Fields Map of Ohio. This large
colored patch attracted very little academic notice at that time. The Ortons', Senior and Junior, and
Bownocker (working for the Ohio Geological Survey) gave the Trenton considerable coverage (Geologic
Survey of Ohio, Economic Geology, Volume VI and the Fourth Series, Bulletin No.1, respectively). But
these sources apparently escaped the government and industry historians. Let's hope that the popular
historians will pick-up on the new Ohio Geological Survey publication by Wickstrom, et al. (the Ohio
Geological Survey, R I 143, 1993). This publication provides a modern-day understanding of the Field.
It also has a synoptic historic section devoted to this giant Ohio field.
The most recent USDOE "show & tell" TORUS Data Base Project 1993 presentation (Newark, Ohio,
Autumn 1992) continued this outstanding giant, fractured carbonate field omission as well as most of the
Ohio fluvial fields. Evidently, no industry representative in Bartlesville ever said, "Hey, wait a minute, how
about that giant field in Ohio." Don't you wonder why the national oil industry historians have continually
missed a serious discussion and appreciation of the largest (1886-1904) turn-of-the century oil field in
the world? I do.
Now, excluding the ODNR literature, but from the novel-form book-print, I believe this is a case where
the messenger was retained but the message was lost. In this world class field, the natural gas was
wasted in huge quantities through promotional frivolities and economic nonchalance. In the formative,
impressionable months, the gas was a novelty and the oil was believed to be of very little value since
the sulphur content made it an inferior product. It produced a poor quality kerosine. In fact, it was called
"skunk juice" because the sulphur odor was so bad. These circumstances caused the discovery of this
giant field to go out of focus. Then several political - industrial events occurred in concert and also

Because there is increasing hydrocarbon exploration interest beneath the Knox unconformity
in Ohio, these cross-sections may be used to further refine the Cambro-Ordovician
stratigraphy. In addition, facies changes across the state illustrate the influence of basement
tectonics on Ohio stratigraphy. All of these ideas are of interest to the petroleum industry as
exploration reaches deeper stratigraphic sections of Ohio.
The cross-sections were originally presented at the Geological Society Of America meeting
in Cincinnati, October 28, 1992."

11-24-92

The Delaware Gazette: Reporter Susan Wright states that the folks in liberty Township of
Delaware County were startled seventy-five years ago, two days before Thanksgiving, by an
eruption that attracted the attention of people from all over Ohio. She quoted the paper of the
day; people came in from miles around to see the "lava" rock. The Gazette reported on
November 28, 1894 that a "volcano" erupted on the George Case farm. The farm is located
on the east side of the Olentangy River, just north of the liberty Presbyterian Church. The
citizens were expecting this infant "volcano" go into a full eruption at any time. The rupture
overlooks a ravine and it issues gas, smoke, oil and gives off an offensive odor. When the
earth is dug away the rocks below are to hot to handle. The 1894 Gazette states "Carefully
treading upon the ground a determined and successful survey was made and today the
Delaware County leviathan stands there in all of its monstrosity and belches out its impurity
fairly defying all forces of gravity." The Ohio State Journal reported the incident "...
surrounding trees are falling and farmers are very much worried over the destruction of a
township or two."
The same article reported an incident in the "Geology of Delaware County" by Professor
Westgate of the Ohio Wesleyan University.
Westgate reported that in 1925, near a
construction site east of Delaware, children ignited a (Ohio, Devonian) shale exposure and
it burned for five months.

TECHNICAL COMMENTS
Comments On Small Scale Seismic 3D Applications And Economics by Edward R. Tegland, Exploration
Development, Inc., Denver, Colorado. Ed. Note: Spacelimijationsprecludethe publishingof the twelve full page
figures. Thetext is hereabridgedandstands-alone.Theseismicsurveylinelayoutconsistsof at leasttwo setsof parallellines
crossingeachother at right angles,suchthat a closedbox (grid)is formed. A minimumof four linesarethereforeutilizedwith
line extensionsbeyondthe box perimeterto pick-upthe properfold. The illustrations represent line arrangements
vs in-fill fold patterns.
"In this presentation, there are two basic types of 120 channel 3D layouts that might be considered to
detail Ohio prospects.
Two variations of each layout are presented to illustrate how the variability in
prospect size might be accommodated. Costs have been estimated based on the equivalent amount of
20 program. The cost estimation factors are based upon discussions with local contractors in the Denver
area and may be different than the contractors working in Ohio. A brief discussion of sources and arrays
are presented.
Basic Layout (Tic-Tac-Toe):
The first layout proposed is a 'Tic-Tac-Toe'' design. This was used by
Phillips Petroleum to evaluate a stratigraphic prospect in Oklahoma with success and has been widely
copied with various modifications in recent years. A basic 120 channel layout is used with 4, 30 channel
lines with 110 foot station intervals. The COP increment is 55 feet in each direction. Source positions
are placed at each receiver position. The complete 3D coverage area is 2,145 feet by 2,145 feet (106
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coincidentally.
of the field.

These events continued to over-shadowed the technical characterization

and appreciation

Rockefeller formed his Standard Oil Trust (1882). By the time the field got under way (1886), the Trust
attracted a lot of attention, particularly as the numerous little independents were squeezed-out.
When
the field hit its peak so did the Standard Trust. The two conditions enveloped each other. Then the
successful attempt to break the trust followed. In the interim, Standard Oil monopolized the field with the
inevitable technical "black-out"; concurrently, Standard quietly attempted to improve the finished
petroleum products sufficiently to sell them at local market prices.
Standard hired two chemists who evidently worked separately in different divisions on the odor and ash
quality problem. It took two years for one of the chemists, a new-hire German emigrant called Frasch
to discover a way to remove the sulphur during the kerosine distillation process. This success occurred
around 1889 and '90. The Ohio geological survey's chemist Lord, made a similar claim at about the
same time. The second chemist, Burton, was hired in 1889 to also attack the "stinky oil" problem. When
Frasch solved that problem, Burton turned to a new (secret) experiment. He and his lab attempted to
extend the volume of the end fraction. It became a prime objective. His group accurately perceived the
coming new automobile fuel market. His plan utilized the near-waste product at the end of the kerosene
distillation stream called "gasoline." Burton succeeded in "cracking" and increasing the volume of the
gasoline fraction under relatively higher temperatures in 1912 and '13, without blowing-up the lab. The
Standard Trust was dissolved in 1911 and this gasoline "cracking" discovery fell into the newly formed,
one year old, Standard of Indiana. Standard of Indian played "hard ball" with the patent rights until 1914.
Now as the Lima Indiana field went into its decline, Spindletop blew-in at Beaumont, Texas on January 1,
1900. That's all the industry historians can remember of the 1890s decade. The Lima - Indiana field
was dropped from the press like a hot potato. The news-print touted the glories of an entire drill string
and crown block being blown high into the air, by oil and gas in great quantity, from a wildcatter's hole
on the "Big Hill" out of Beaumont, Texas.
At about the time The Standard Trust was dissolved, the Lima - Indiana field was in its major and fatal
production decline. The biggest field in the world just faded away. All of the politics and industry
innovations, including the rapid proliferation of the new horseless-carriage, gained great newsprint
coverage. This coverage was coupled with the attempts of the press to simultaneously characterize
Rockefeller (per Tarbell, et al.) as an infamous person. These social-industrial events completely
dominated the unique giant Ohio field. The same field that stimulated many of these poly-technical
events. The walk-around citizens living on the news-print cutting-edge, the nation, and the historians
really haven't gotten over it yet. I hope they will soon.

GENERAL INFORMATION

SPWLA OH Chapter:

01-12-93

President, Mark Neese
Vice President, Mike Conklin
Secretary-Treas., Jon Musselman

614-522-1102
216-494-4077
304-345-6931

The January, 1993 SPWLA Bulletin: "Announcement of Digital Cross Sections by Jim
McDonald & Larry Wickstrom ODNR/Geo Survey: A new series of digital geophysical log
cross-sections are being constructed for Ohio. These preliminary cross-sections were created
using geologic interpretation software along with digital geophysical logs. The use of the
software enables us to produce numerous versions of the same cross section, which can be
used to test different ideas and quickly make corrections to the cross-section.
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acres). This lay-out is used for a very small area. The cost of acquiring this project would be equivalent
to 2.5 miles of 60 fold 20 line with 110 foot intervals.
Good Points:

1. The method involves minimum surveying since the same stations are occupied by
both source and receivers. This yields cost estimates directly related to 20 work.
2. The method is operationally simple.
3.

Negative Points:

Refraction analysis for near surface velocity corrections is simplified.

1. COP fold is highly variable with six-high fold lines (3 each way) connected by low
fold in-fill. Offsets are not well distributed, except in the lines occupied by sources
and receivers.
2.

Oue to the low-fold areas, it is very important to obtain the best quality individual
field recordings.

3. Some areal type of source and receiver arrays may be required to meet data
quality requirements.
A larger scale version may be employed using denser source coverage and double width binning to
partially overcome fold variation problems. The cable layout is similar except the interval between
receiver stations is increased to 165 feet and the line spacing expanded to 1,650 feet. The area of the
expanded 30 coverage is 3,218 feet by 3,218 feet (238 acres). The acquisition cost is equivalent to 3.7
miles of 60 fold 20 with 82.5 foot intervals. There are 236 shots points.
Basic Layout (Crossed Parallel, Source And Receiver Lines): This layout is a more formal type that
will address some of the short comings of the previous layout, but will cost more.
Good Points:

1. COP fold varies smoothly primarily it .shows 'edge taper.'
2. Offsets also vary smoothly, although COPs midway between receiver lines will be
deficient in near offsets.
3. Linear arrays of sources and receivers can be used to achieve surface noise
attenuation in the 30 sense.

Negative Points:

1. Costs are higher due to additional survey locations dictated by separate source
and receiver lines. Permitting may be more difficult since more "tracks" will be
created.
2.

Refraction analysis requires a specialized numbering system.

This array consists of three 40 channel lines, spaced 1,320 feet apart with a receiver interval of 110 feet.
Source lines are taken every 550 feet, perpendicular to the receiver lines with a 110 foot interval between
stations. There are thirty-seven stations in each source line providing a total of 333 shot points. The
area of 30 coverage is 3,355 feet by 4,345 feet (335 acres). This layout yields approximately 1/2 section
of coverage with near offset limits of 1,320 feet in the midway lines. This will result in gaps of coverage
for reflectors from depths less than 1,300 feet. The estimated 60 fold, 110 foot interval, 20 equivalent
cost is 5.5 miles. Other arrays are available at lesser coverage and cost.
Source Considerations:
Any source
experimentation is advised.

may be used.
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Source versus sweep-sum,

"best results"

Arrays, Source and Receiver:
The receiver elements" are stationary through the entire acquisition.
More phones (in an X or K pattern) per group are advised relative to 2D work. In the Tic-Tac-Toe layout
a small box array for the source is advised.
Summary:
When considering the economics involved, you must decide when the 3D methods will be
used versus continued acquisition of more 2D lines in the same area. We hope to gain a more complete
view of the shape and the magnitude of the anomaly. This should translate into a better initial drilling
location. In the case of a small lease area that has not been evaluated by seismic survey previously,
the use of appropriate 3D data may be the most cost effective way to completely evaluate the tract.
Historically, people have measured the value of 3D seismic technique against the cost of a single dry
hole. I propose that the possibility of missing a good opportunity be considered as well. In a rather
restricted area, two or more 2D lines may miss the lease subsurface picture. In short, 3D methods
should be weighed in any situation that requires detailed information for drilling decisions."

OTHER SOCIETY AND ASSOCIATION

1993 MEETINGS AND EVENTS OF INTEREST

03-29/31

24th Annual Appalachian
Reservoir Characterization,"
594-2331.

Petroleum Geology Symposium - "Innovative Concepts In
Lakeview Resort, Morgantown, WV. Contact Kathy Avary (304)

04-01

AAPG Well Log Interpretation,
The Annual AAPG - Eastern Section Technical Seminar,
West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV. Contact Ms. Gwen Adkins, (304) 293-7682.

04-03

Groundwater Quality Anomalies in Northeastern Ohio, Northern Ohio Geological Society
(NOGS), by C. Khourey; in Hudson, OH. Contact Robert Wiese, Secretary (216) 821-5320,
extension 308.

04-11/12

Environmental
Symposium, OH, IN, KY, WV, Cincinnati Chambers of Commerce, et al, Key
Note Address by Carol Browner, Administrator U.S. EPA, Washington,
D.C.
The
environmental agenda of the Clinton/Gore Administration, among many other environmentalmanagement topics by industry/government leaders in Cincinnati. Contact Libby or Jana at
(614) 846-1003.

04-16

FERC's Order 636 And It's Impact, Eastern Mineral Law Foundation, WV University Law
Center, Hyatt Regency, Columbus, OH. Call 304-293-2470.

04-17/19

Ohio Oil And Gas Association
Winter Meeting, Dr. Dixie Lee Ray, ex-chairperson of the
Atomic Energy Commission and author of the book "Trashing The Planet," will be the
luncheon speaker. Call the Association at 614-587-0444.

05-07

NOGS Annual Banquet, the Fossil Evidence For Human Evolution, by B. Latimer at the
Gwinn Mansion, Bratenahl, OH. Call Robert Weise (216) 821-5320, extension 308.

08-1/6

SEG, "3D Seismology"
6528.

Workshop,

Rancho Mirage, CA. Contact Geoffrey Dorn (214) 754-
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Chalmers-Detroit

$1500

POD7 T OADeau- To •••••••w-Roadater-Coupe-l.imouaiJat3

The Cars 2! the Day
The tremendous vogue of the chal-I
mers-Detrcirs
indicates the trend ;Jf
the limes. People want standardized
cars today, sold on a reasonable margin.
There was excuse for high prices
during the days of risk and experimen I, but the excuse is ended now.
The motor car has reached its development. Now it is a question of giving
rhe most for the money.
We are giving so much in the Chlllmers-Derroits
that our profit is bUI
nine feer cent. The result is, we have
.
.
doub ed our factory In the PIISI year to
come somewhere near to filling our
orders.
car i .
d
Not b ecause no ot her
er car IS as goo .
Some other cars are made by able designers, as well-known as Mr. Coff-n.
.
f
h
.
.
But Ihe pnce
0 suc .cars IS excessive.

---

This for $1500
The Chalmers-Detroit
"30"-price
$lSOO-has a llS-inch wheel base and
34-inch wheels.
It is large, luxurious and roomy. It
hils all the lines and appearance of cars
that cosr twice as much.
It has made a long-distance
speed
record of 55.5 miles per hour. It has
made endurance records such as nu
other car ever equalled.
Again and

again it has won trophies away from
higher-priced,
higher-powered
cars.
It is an economical car, with a record
of 25.7 miles on one gallon of gasoline
in a contest.
There are thousands or experienced
motor car owners-weary
of heavy upkeep cost-who
are adopting this type
of car.

The

IS

f

or

$

5

27 0

The
Chalmers-Detroir
"Fortv'
sells
ror
$2750.
And It is utterly Imposslblc
10 &el
better car. al anywhere
near rhe price
Our "ForIY" ball a IZZ-inch wheel b.~e and
J6·inch wheel..
It has .room. lor seven passengers,
The
uphclstering
is hllud-bufTed
te •• her.
The price includes Bosch mai""lo,
gu lamps and gas lank.
Th~ Chatmers-Detrotr
"Porry"
has all the
power and aU rne room that anyone
can want.
Any higher price mean. merely excessive pronr.
Any agent or ours can prove this 'act to your
saristaction
il you will accord him the ~e.

III

Compare

--

the Cars

The claims made by makers of cars are confusing. The only way to dedde
bel ween lbem
is to compare tho cars.
It anyone claims to live more 'or the money,
please iuugc the facts for yourself.
Or better
:;Iill. ask a competent
enginta:r to judge 'or yOU.
The men •••ho make
the most carr.:tul com.
parisons ar.; the men who bu y Chalmers- Octroi rs.
It you don't know a nearby agent ask us lor
our Catalog A.
W •• wUileU .)IOU where lhe cars
can be seea.
(ZS)

Chalmers-Detroit Motor Company, r.i:.ItI.t'M. Detroit, Mich.
LXllI

Credit: Chalmers-Detroit Motor Company and The World Almanac, 1910, The World Almanac And
Encyclopedia, the Press Publishing Co., Pulitzer Building, New York, Copyright 1909.
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12-13-91
18
23
25
27
01-03-92
08
09
13
14
02-03-92

$18.25
17.75
16.75
17.25
16.75
17.50
17.00
16.00
16.50
17.00
17.25

02-06-92
19
24
27
03-02-92
03
16
28
04-02-92
06
28

$17.75
16.75
16.50
16.75
16.50
16.75
17.75
17.75
18.00
18.50
18.50

05-01-92
20
22
27
06-01-92
05
07-24-92
08-25-92
09-17-92
10-05-92
10-30-92

$19.00
18.50
19.00
20.25
20.25
20.75
20.00
19.50
20.25
20.25
20.25

11-02-92
03
12-07-92
14
12-31-92
01-01-93
07
27
02-24-93

$20.25
20.00
19.00
18.00
19.00
19.00
18.00
18.00
19.00

THE OHIO GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY
P. O. BOX 14322
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43214
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NOTE: March 1993 Meeting will be MONDAY, March 15, 1993

